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Joachim Trier's debut film Reprise centers on a pair of

twentysomething best friends who drop their debut novels into the same

mailbox to varied results. It's taken the writer/director on a very

interesting journey. The film won Trier a Discovery Award at the 2006

Toronto Film Festival; it debuted in the States at the 2007 Sundance

Film Festival, and was later the featured film in the 2007 New

Directors/New Films series, where Manohla Dargis of the New York

Times declared it "one of the most passionately and intellectually

uninhibited works from a young director I've seen in ages." It also went

on to win Best Director, Best Screenplay and Best Film at the Amanda

Awards in Norway (the equivalent of an Oscar) in 2007. But only after

support from superproducer Scott Rudin and Miramax will the film get

a general release in American theaters today. Reprise is vibrant,

inventive and original in both its ideas and its form, and is sure to be at

the top of my own year-end list.

Foreign language films typically have a hard time in America and I remember someone at the 
MoMA screening asking if you had considered writing an English language version of Reprise…
[Laughs] I’ve had offers actually.  But to me Reprise is perfect as it is now in its cultural setting.  I’m interested in detail 

and not because I’m trying to hone in on one particular part of the audience.  You try to see things as they are – these are 

people who are living like that and have shoes like that and listen to music like this and this is the world where they live 

and you work to create it and you don’t ask questions.  So to recreate that somewhere else to me would be absurd.  But at 

the same time some people were telling me after a screening of the film that, ‘This film reminds me so much of people I 

know on the Lower East Side’ and I get this even in Turkey.  There were people there that were coming up to me to say, 

‘We have boys like that in Istanbul that listen to Joy Division and everything.’  

When did you first think of using some of the devices in the film like this present future idea and 
skewing timelines or having scenes play where the dialogue track doesn’t match the action?  

We worked from the outside in - me and my co-writer.  We worked with a lot of formal ideas paralleled with character and 

plot.  Sometimes you have a strong idea of a scene and you try to fit it into the story because you say, ‘The story needs this 

kind of scene.’  I just think it’s interesting to come up with a lot of material and try to create some wholeness out of that.   
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I guess that’s where the question was going - how much of that was in the script and how 

much was done afterwards? 

The screenplay is a lot like the film as a finished piece but along the way you have to reconstruct and create 

something else and then come back to it.  It’s very strange you know?  I’ll give you an example, we would write a very 

intertwined, intercut scene to give financiers an idea of - this is how it’s going to look, this is the film we’re all 

working on.   But then the actors can’t act jump cuts you know?  So then I would re-write it with my co-writer for 

them to play a long linear scene that we would then cut up and go back to the initial idea.   And something happens 

along the way there and things change slightly but it’s still the same.  Dirty formalism I usually call it.  This kind of 

thing that needs to be alive and quite jarry and chaotic and yet it’s also quite particularly planned.  

Well, to me that’s one of the film’s best qualities where it can play very loose but at the same 
time feel very focused as well.  

I think those are the kind of contrasts we are always looking for when we do movies.  I think it’s the same for the 

actors.  They go on set and they learn their lines and practice and run them again and again and then they go on set 

and kind of lose them and that’s just what happens.  

You’re also dealing with the contrast between light and dark which is another thing the film 
tries to balance these very serious scenes right up against very funny ones.  

I think the form serves the purpose of trying to combine something that’s serious and something that’s light.  It’s 

kind of like music because in order to do that you need almost musical transitions.  I think that’s part of the 

experimentation in what we were trying to do.  

It made the film feel more real to me because that is how people actually deal with things like 
this.  I mean if you’re going to pick your best friend up out of the mental hospital you have to 
make light of it or make a joke because otherwise how do you deal with it?

Otherwise you won’t survive…  I think compensational dynamics in people are more interesting…  It’s the same 

things with the boys really, when they’re closest to each other they can throw a lot of shit and say bad things to each 

other but when you drift apart you don’t have that glue anymore and you end up trying to be polite and they’re just 

not sure what to say anymore.  

Casting seems very important in a film like this.  

Very. 

And yet you cast mostly non-professional actors?   

To be honest with you I left Norway and went to the UK to work with English actors.  So I was really nervous to go 

back to Norway because I didn’t really have any sort of famous actors that I wanted to work with so I was desperate 

to find people.  So we looked at musicians or friends of friends or stand up comedians, all sorts of people…  And in 

fairness some of them are skilled and well trained actors but the lead parts are all people who have done other things.  

Like the guy that plays Phillip is a doctor.  And you know what’s interesting about that is that he worked with young 

teenage schizophrenics as part of his education as a doctor so he had great experience of the expression and he knew 

that madness isn’t always excessive and screamy.  It can sometimes be very drawn in and have different expressions 

in different people. 
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I wanted to ask you about the ending because I thought it was refreshing to have an uplifting, 
almost happy ending in a sense…

Not everybody has interpreted it like that you see…

Well, for me I kept waiting for something really dark and drastic to happen and I thought the 
way you tied things up was very nice but I was wondering if you struggled with that decision?  

Quite honestly people interpret the ending differently.  Some people see it as quite bleak and others see it as 

optimistic.  Remember that the final sequence is paired with a voice over that tells you “Erik would have gone to 

France.  He would have continued to work on his novel…”  So in a way some people interpret it as this is what 

happens, some people interpret it as this is what is about to happen and others see it as yet another naïve dream.  I 

was always, in my mind, cheering for the characters even though in fairness I couldn’t be certain even myself because 

the situation with Philip is so difficult even though we see him with Kari at the end.  I just hope that people are open 

to an open ending. 

 
Like I said, I found it refreshing because one of the hallmarks of American indies, at least 
most of the time, seems to be that you can never have a happy ending or else you were 
secretly wanting to make a commercial film.  

[Laughs] Well, I don’t know if it’s necessarily a “happy ending” to me it’s still open…  But you’re right in a sense 

because the thing I remember hearing a lot at Sundance were these catchphrases when all the acquisitions people 

were talking about the films there.  ‘Was it hopeful?  Was it uplifting?’  Those were the two words I kept hearing and 

it struck me as so odd…I mean what the fuck is hopeful?  It makes me hopeful sometimes if a filmmaker can make a 

film that’s truly sad and makes me feel less alone.  But this idea of ‘hopefulness’ I found very funny…   

As part of a reasoning process for whether to buy it or not…

Exactly.  It’s a commercial premise isn’t it?   

With a film like this with so many specific references I had to wonder if there were filmmak-
ers or artists in general that inspired you along the way in the writing process or when 
directing? 

Alain Resnais and Chris Marker are people who have meant a lot to me because they made films that deal with 

almost the ground substance of cinema – memory, representation, identity – things that I think give themselves as 

themes to films particularly.  So they’ve been very inspiring but also Woody Allen.  Even his more serious, kind of 

drama things like Another Woman but also Annie Hall.  I think a lot of that stuff is seen as comedy but it’s actually 

really good drama.  But there’s millions of references – a lot of music actually.  The guy that made the score has a 

band called The White Birch and we were listening to that all the time when we were writing so it was great when he 

said he would do the score for us since he’d never done feature film scores before.

Was he a friend of yours? 

Not at the time but we had some common friends and I remember speaking to him about whether it was worth us 

talking along those lines and he said, ‘Certainly.’  You know it’s a little ironic since Reprise is kind of about people 

who fall apart as friends but I’ve made a lot of new friends through this process.  
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